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Automated Gaging 
for the Win

Notching another 
victory in the battle 
against repetition.  

Almost Like  
Cutting Sandpaper

Assessing the up- and 
downstream impacts of 
one cutting tool  

Opening Windows  
to Automation

Study each step of 
production, starting  
with blanks 

mmsonline.com

RAISING THE BAR
New Turning Capabilities 
Open Up New Markets 

Reprinted From: 



Lathes for Batch Production

Turning A 
Company  
Around

New leadership’s 
 investment in  
Swiss-type and  
other live-tooling  
lathes enabled  
Rathburn Tool &  
Manufacturing to  
expand into new  
markets, reversing  
the company’s  
sluggish growth.

“I never expected to come and run the family 

business,” Angie Holt says. “That was never 

in the plans.” In 2018, Holt became president of 

Rathburn Tool & Manufacturing, a business her 

father founded in 1983 to produce small quantities 

of parts for the heavy truck industry. “Our first  

location had manual machines on concrete blocks 

on a gravel floor,” she says. “But he really ramped 

up the technology very quickly over a short period 

of time.” The shop had the first non-captive CNC in 

the area, and was on the leading edge of statistical 

process control (SPC).

Rathburn was the business Holt grew up around, 

packaging parts and mopping floors over summers 

and on the weekends. She left home and spent 20 

years in the corporate world, doing finance, opera-

tions and project management in the commercial JULIA HIDER   |   SENIOR EDITOR
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Rathburn Tool was founded by current company President Angie Holt’s father 

in 1983. Today, the company has 32 CNC machines (half are lathes and half 

are milling machines), and works with the heavy truck, rail, fastener, medical 

furniture, recreation and audio/visual industries. 
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construction industry. In 2018, she returned to Rathburn with 

the intent to support the business as operations manager, 

using the skills she’d developed during her time away. “It 

wasn’t until I got here and we sat down as a family that I real-

ized we needed to make a serious change,” she explains. By the 

time Holt joined Rathburn, her father had been retired for 10 

years and the company’s growth had slowed under the interim 

leadership. Now, as the company’s president, she has overseen 

a number of changes that have diversified the company’s capa-

bilities and customer base, transforming the business from 

stagnant to successful.

Swiss on the List

One major change Holt has made is building more flexibility 

to deliver high-quality batch production work. Rathburn has a 

few dedicated cells that run continuous production, but now 

the focus is on growing the batch work. A batch could range 

from 50 to 5,000 parts, depending on the design, industry and 

machine. “We’re targeting technology to suit that — to be able 

to set machines up and turn them with the expectation that 

those are going to be repeat orders,” Holt explains. The shop 

has added several new machines since 2019 in support of this 

work, most of which has been turning equipment.

This is part of Rathburn’s larger strategy to diversify into 

new end markets. “Too much of our work was dedicated in too 

limited of an area,” Holt says. Her plan also included hiring a 

technical sales representative to pursue new work for the busi-

ness. The new work, in turn, helps determine which new tech-

nology the shop invests in. Rathburn’s Engineering Manager 

Brian Cole, keeps a wish list of new machines based on the 

jobs he quotes, and will quote jobs with the shop’s existing 

equipment as well as machines on his wish list. Holt then uses 

this information to decide where to grow the business. “As we 

look at the quotes, we can ask, why did we miss that? What 

kind of machine would make us more productive? Could we 

produce that at the same or better quality, better throughput, 

or be able to offer it at a cheaper rate?” she says. One capa-

bility that kept appearing on the wish list was Swiss-type 

machining. When Holt joined the company and realigned its 

strategic goals, Swiss machining was a natural fit. So in 2019, 

the company purchased a used Citizen Swiss A32.

The first job Rathburn ran across the Swiss-type was a 

recurring job that it had previously been making on its regular 

chucker lathes. The part, which is for the rail industry, has a 

hexagonal feature, and thus required hexagonal stock on the 

chucker lathes. Moving it to a Swiss-type machine enables 

the use of round barstock, reduces three setups to one, has 

When Holt joined Rathburn and refocused the company’s strategy, Swiss-

type machining was a natural fit. The company had been considering this 

capability for years — in fact, Engineering Manager Brian Cole keeps a 

“wish list” of machines based on the jobs he quotes, and Swiss-types were 

at the top of the list.
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improved part quality and enables the shop to run more 

unattended. These factors have allowed the shop to reduce 

the price it charges the customer by 20%. The shop has since 

found additional Swiss-type work in industries including 

fastener, medical furniture, recreation and audio/visual equip-

ment, and added two more Citizen L32s.

The shop upgraded one of the L32s with a flexible guide 

bushing from JBS. The system uses air pressure, enabling it to 

adjust to uneven extruded barstock. Holt says that lead times 

for ground and polished aluminum barstock have been as long 

as six-to-eight weeks recently, and it’s more expensive. But 

flexible guide bushing allows the shop to use unground stock, 

which saves time and money. Because Rathburn does batch 

work, which isn’t as predictable as production work, it doesn’t 

want to hold several different types of bar stock in inventory 

— a key reason why the shop tries to get things off the shelf as 

much as possible to save time and money. “It allows us to be 

more reactive to the batch orders,” she notes. This feature has 

proved so helpful that the shop is planning to upgrade its other 

two Swiss-types with the same system.

Feeding the Beast

Another capability that was on the wish list was live-tooling 

lathes. In fact, Holt considered adding live-tooling lathes early 

on in her tenure. Her first equipment purchase as company 

president in 2019 was two “beefy” Takisawa TCN-2600L6 

chucker lathes with box guideways, which were meant to 

replace two of the shop’s older chucker lathes. “After we 

bought them, I thought, was that really the right decision?” 

she says. “Should we have gotten live tooling? Should we be 

looking at something different?” Eventually, she realized that 

a lot of the work running across these lathes either had no 

milling, or required very heavy milling. The live tooling was 

obviously no benefit to parts that required no milling, and the 

parts with heavy milling were best suited to a two-operation 

process. The cycle time on a live-tooling lathe would be too 

long, and the machines just aren’t designed for heavy milling. 

“It actually was a solid purchase,” she says. “I think it’s suited 

us well and I’m glad we have them. They stay pretty busy.”

As the shop continued to acquire new customers, it eventu-

ally did add live-tooling lathes — a Takisawa TM-4000Y2 twin-

spindle, twin-turret lathe (which the shop has dubbed “the 

Beast”) and a Takisawa TS-4000YS twin-spindle, single-turret 

lathe (known at Rathburn as “Baby Shark”). The shop added 

its first live-tooling lathe, the Beast, for a repeat order for a 

part that seemed to be a good fit. In the end, that part didn’t 

end up running on the new machine, but it did enable the shop 

to win new work from a longtime customer. “Even though the 

original reason for moving to purchase the machine didn’t 

work out, the fact that we’d seen a lot of work that would be a 

good fit for it was the reason it ultimately did pan out,” Holt 

notes.

One adjustment the shop has had to make with the live-

tooling lathes was learning which parts are best suited for 

them, and which parts are best suited for chucker lathes with 

additional setups on a milling machine. Cole says that when 

making this decision, he first looks at whether a part’s toler-

ances match the shop’s capabilities. Next, he determines which 

machines (or combination of machines) can be used to make 

the part. Then he looks at timing (and which machines are 

open within that timeline), as well as quality and ability to run 

unattended before determining which process to use.

Ultimately, the shop has found parts with the right balance 

of turning and milling for its live-tooling lathes. One example 

comes from a new customer that makes fire safety equipment 

such as fire hose fittings. Some of the connectors Rathburn 

makes for this customer have threads and holes with toler-

ances that need to be held to another edge, so machining 

them in one setup on a live-tooling 

lathe helps with part quality as 

well as throughput and unattended 

machining.

The Wish List Grows

As Rathburn grows and diversifies, 

so does its wish list. The company 

is currently considering a vertical 

lathe, which would allow the shop to 

handle larger turned parts, as well as 

a twin-spindle, single-turret Miyano 

BNX model that can machine parts on 

the main spindle and the subspindle 

at the same time. The Miyano still 

This rail industry part was the first job 

Rathburn ran on its Swiss-type machine. It 

was a recurring job that it had previously 

been making from hexagonal stock on its 

chucker lathes; using a Swiss-type allows 

the use of round barstock, reduced three 

setups to one, improved part quality and 

enables more unattended machining.
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requires chucking the parts, but 

the simultaneous machining on 

the two spindles would increase 

throughput over its Takisawa 

chucker lathes.

As with all of the decisions 

that Holt has made since joining 

Rathburn, she’ll count on input 

from her employees to guide her 

as she translates her business 

experience into the manufac-

turing industry. “There’s so much 

I’m still learning every day in 

order to lead competently and 

wisely,” she says. “And so I rely 

on my team to help me in those 

areas where I’m lacking, and I’m 

learning as I go.”   

|    Marubeni Citizen-Cincom Inc.   |    

201-818-0100 

marucit.com

|    Rathburn Tool & Manufacturing   |   

260-925-2128 

rathburntool.com

|    Takisawa Machine Tool Co. Ltd.   |   

800-882-8558 

takisawausa.com

The key to working with live-tooling 

lathes is finding parts like these, 

with the right balance of turning and 

milling work. Live tooling has no 

benefit to parts with no milling work, 

but parts with too much milling work 

aren’t right either — the cycle times 

would be too long, and the machines 

aren’t designed for heavy milling.

Another technology Rathburn had been considering for years was live-

tooling lathes. The shop now has two, this Takisawa TM-4000Y2 twin-

spindle, twin-turret lathe (nicknamed “the Beast”), and a Takisawa 

TS-4000YS twin-spindle, single-turret lathe (“Baby Shark”) that, for the right 

jobs, can improve throughput and allow more unattended machining.

Reprinted from the January 2022 MODERN MACHINE SHOP Magazine and Copyright © 2022 by  
Gardner Business Media, Inc., 6915 Valley Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45244-3029.



To learn more about what 

Rathburn can do for you contact:

Doug Cartee, Technical Sales

email: dcartee@rathburntool.com

RATHBURN TOOL

& MANUFACTURING

5005 County Rd. 29

Auburn, IN 46706

tel: 260.925.2128

fax: 260.925.5158

email: info@rathburntool.com

web: www.rathburntool.com

Visit our plant in Auburn, lndiana 

to see for yourself how our unique 

blend of ingenuity and technology 

has produced a manufacturing 

process which consistently delivers 

complexity and quality that’s hard 

to find in machine shops our size.

WORK

ENVELOPES

Angie Holt

President at Rathburn

Tool & Manufacturing
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MILLING: 

20"
CUBE

MAXIMUM 

WEIGHT:

30lbs

PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:

200–200,000
PER YEAR

TURNED PARTS:

38mm  10"
DIAMETER  DIAMETER
SWISS  CHUCKER 


